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genesis, genetic disease, and cancer. Hedgehog acts as a
morphogen to specify distinctive cell fates using different
concentration thresholds but our knowledge of how the
concentration gradient is interpreted into the activity gradient
is incomplete. The membrane protein Growth Arrest Specific
Gene 1 (GAS1) was thought to be a negative regulator of the
Hedgehog concentration gradient. Here, we report unexpected
genetic evidence that Gas1 positively regulates Hedgehog
signaling in multiple developmental contexts, particularly at
regions where Hedgehog acts at low concentration. Using a
combination of in vitro cell culture and in ovo electroporation
assays, we demonstrate that GAS1 acts cooperatively with
Patched1 for Hedgehog binding and enhances signaling
activity in a cell-autonomous manner. Our data support a
model in which GAS1 helps transform the diffusible Hedge-
hog protein gradient into the observed activity gradient. We
propose that Gas1 is an evolutionarily novel, vertebrate-
specific Hedgehog pathway regulator and that it may also
contribute to the disease states caused by misregulated
Hedgehog signaling.
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Various models have assigned FGF signaling, particularly
through Fgf8, a pivotal role in somitogenesis/mesodermal
segmentation. However, our recently published work demon-
strates that Fgf8 is not required for somite development in the
mouse, suggesting that any potential role Fgf8 plays in this
process would be redundant with other members of the FGF
family. Therefore we have analyzed mice with primitive
streak-specific inactivation (via conditional gene control using
the TCre line) of Fgf8 concurrently with deletions in each of
the other Fgf genes expressed in the primitive streak or
presomitic mesoderm (Fgf3, 4, 5, 17 and 18). Inactivation of
both Fgf4 and 8 causes an axis truncation and only the first
six–eight somites form. Preliminary evidence suggests that
axis truncation occurs because of a depletion of a primitive
streak stem cell progenitor population. Mutant TCre/Fgf4/
Fgf8 somites are smaller and exhibit patterning defects.
Molecular analysis indicates that Fgf4/8 is required for
normal expression of somitic clock genes, which are required
for proper segmentation. To explore potential interactions
between different signaling pathways that regulate somite
development, we have performed genetic experiments that
complex our TCre/Fgf4/Fgf8 mutations with mutant compo-
nents in the WNT and retinoic acid signaling pathways. These
experiments reveal aspects of crosstalk between these
different signaling pathways during axis extension and
somitogenesis.
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The skin consists of two layers: an outer layer called the
epidermis and an inner layer, the dermis. The dermis induces
and supports the epidermal appendages of the skin. Loss of
dermis from birth defects, deep wounds and burns compro-
mises the function of the skin. Dermis originates from the
somites, lateral plate mesoderm, and cranial crest cells in the
chick embryo. We use genetic tools to identify the origin and
inductive signals for ventral dermis in a mammalian model,
the mouse embryo. First, we lineage mapped the lateral plate
mesoderm (LPM) with different genetic tools. In our analysis
at the forelimb level, tagged cells were first found in the flank
mesenchyme, and later in the entire ventral trunk dermis, limb
mesoderm, body wall muscle, sternum, but not in the
epidermis. Wnt signaling is required in dorsal dermal
induction and development in the chick and mouse embryo.
We have used temporally restricted genetic tools to create a
tissue-specific conditional mutant of beta-catenin, the central
transducer of the Wnt signal in the ventrum. In the absence of
Wnt signal transduction in the LPM, the ventral dermis fails
to develop. Ongoing studies focus on identifying the
mechanism of Wnt signaling/beta-catenin function in ventral
dermis induction and development. Our results to date are the
first genetic studies to demonstrate that the ventral dermis in
the mouse embryo originates from the LPM and Wnt
signaling is critical for normal ventral dermis development.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.03.168
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The Notch signaling pathway regulates proliferation, cell
shape changes, differentiation and stem cell maintenance in
many tissues. Recently, we established a requirement for the
Notch effector Hes1 during mouse lens cell proliferation.
Interestingly, Notch1−/−, Notch2−/− and Jagged1+/− mutant
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